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Regular drinkers Z2-- 7 15, df 5, 03 --p -p-0 2
Inexperienced drinkers 2- 399, df 5, 0-7 p -- 0-5
To test the hypothesis that the choices of malt or blend were random

a two sample ,2 was used.
Regular drinkers Z2 L 4 83, df 1, p<0 05
Inexperienced drinkers t2 2-25, df 1, 02 - p0- 1

The most popular whisky was Glenfiddich, with a mean score of
33 4 (SD 8-8); the most popular blend was White Horse with a mean
score of 31 63 (SD 9-0).
To test whether any whisky was more favoured, we ranked the

individual scores of all six whiskies in both groups and used the
Kruskall-Wallis one-way analysis of variance: H= 390, df= 5,
070 p -0 50.
To determine whether a preference for malt or blended whisky

existed we applied the Mann-Whitney U test: z= 145, p=0 0735.
Of 93 attempts to identify the whisky tasted, only one person on one

"tasting" positively identified the area of the production of the malt
(Springbank). He was unable to give the distiller's name. When tested
again during the experiment he failed to identify the whisky. When
challenged after the experiment, however, he could clearly remember
the drink and his experience.

Discussion

The data confirm the null hypothesis that, within our unit,
malt cannot be distinguished from blended whisky and that
experience does not alter powers of discrimination. Regular
drinkers were able to detect blends more easily than malts
only because of the frequency with which they gave the answer
"blend," though again this was no better than random.
We have analysed the Hedonic scores of the eight subjects as

one group, so that at future social gatherings no pecuniary
disadvantage will occur to our funds; so long as the lights are
dimmed and the label is covered we ma, drink and enjoy our
whisky in blissful ignorance.
We did not follow Sir Ronald Fisher's experimental design

precisely, as we used three varieties of each whisky. We have
tested the dogma of our colleagues that malt has a unique
(and universal) feature that makes it clearly distinguishable from
blended whisky. Our statistical analysis was entirely non-
parametric, although by randomisation and testing six samples
of each whisky a subject with no discriminatory prowess at all
could be expected to achieve complete discrimination of malt
from blended once in 256 (1 in 6-87 x 101') occasions.

Although we could not draw any statistical inferences in-
tuitively we felt that the performance of our subjects was
influenced by extraneous factors, such as mood and compliance.
Thus, in conclusion, we certainly agree that "uisgebeatha"

has unique properties steeped in romance and mystique but
that the inexpert drinker should choose his whisky to suit his
taste (and his pocket) and not his self image.

We wish to thank Wallace Milroy for choosing the whiskies and for
his expert advice and support given during this study.
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Peer commentaries and riposte
Some journals-most notably The Behavioural and Brain
Sciences-print peer commentaries on the articles they publish
and invite the authors to riposte. We have done the same for the
article on whisky testing by Chadwick and Dudley: Sir James
Howie, a former director of the Public Health Laboratory
Service, is a distinguished amateur expert on whisky and Douglas
Altman is a statistician working at the Medical Research
Council's Clinical Research Centre at Northwick Park Hospital.

Good motivation but indifferent
methods

JAMES HOWIE

The authors are clearly motivated by a fine judgment of what is
a worthy subject. Alas, their handling of the raw material (if raw
is a proper word to use in this context) is such that I cannot
advise you to include this article in any copies of your journal
destined for Scotland or indeed for any part of the world where
there are truly discriminating drinkers of whisky. The authors
are right in thinking that there are many phoney connoisseurs of
whisky and that their claims to distinguish malt from blended
whisky and one whisky from another should be exposed for the
nonsense they often are. But the choice of malts and blends
indicated in the table is such that a clear cut result could scarcely
be expected.
To be specific: Glenfiddich, pure nectar to my friendly

psychiatrist, is one of the most thoroughly advertised of Speyside
whiskies and sells uncommonly well in the USA. On Speyside

itself, however, if you wish to do justice to that sacred area, you
have a choice of three superb malts: Macallan (of a good year);
Glen Grant 15 years old; and the Glenlivet at least 12 years old,
better 15. My own choice would be a Macallan 1952 (not 1954)
matured for 15 years or a Glen Grant matured for 15 years. The
Glenlivet, of course, is different from many other Speyside
whiskies which have stuck "Glenlivet" on their labels, although
they are not produced in the parish of Glenlivet. Any one of these
three, however, has a depth of flavour and a mellowness on the
palate that entitles it to be accepted as an aristocrat of Speyside,
as distinct from being perhaps merely the best known. I should
find it hard to distinguish among these three of the right age, and
year if applicable; but I could tell them from a strongly peat
flavoured Island malt such as Talisker (Isle of Skye) or Laphroig
(Isle of Islay). I confess that I do not know Springbank, which is
an ignorance I must try to deal with.

Glenmorangie is deservedly popular, but it is not very easy to
be sure of its identity as against Glenfiddich, a point that is
hinted at in the "palate" assessments in table I, both being
correctly identified as having a sweetish flavour. To Daiches, a
very good authority, Glenmorangie was at one time his favourite
malt, but he later revised this judgment, as I understand. So, I
suggest that, if the authors wish to be taken seriously, they
should repeat the work with three truly distinctive malts, Glen
Grant (15 years matured); Laphroig (10 years old or more); and
Glen Dronach (10-12 years old), a true representative, and a very
fine one, of a north eastern whisky.
As to the choice of blends, it is important not to be so deter-

minedly basic as to go for Bells, Haig, and White Horse-all
good value for the money-but not really to be compared for
distinctiveness with aristocratic blends such as Antiquary,
Crawford's 5-star, or Johnnie Walker Black Label. I think that
these could be identified from each other and from malts by real
connoisseurs.
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Personal experiences

It would be invidious to quote too many names in my
experiences of Scotch whisky, but one piece of information and
two first hand experiences may make the point that a more
critical approach to this important test is really mandatory. In
a Highland village where I had a home for 15 years the local
inhabitants were scarcely interested in malts-to my great
surprise. They preferred Bells (you know you've had a whisky7)
of Dewar's White Label (a real dram7); and this was the experi-
ence until they were offered Highland Queen (from the same
distillery as Glenmorangie). That blend, at least for the time
being, is the favourite, helped, one must admit, by intelligent
promotion; but also by a judgment that it "has more good malt
in it and is better matured." The judges are real native whisky
drinkers.
My introduction to discriminating whisky drinking came in

1947, during the postwar whisky famine. A biochemist col-
league and I had done a good day's work on a farm and the
farmer offered us "a refreshment" (which means a whisky, of
course, or a cup of tea). He came back to us most apologetically:
"My wife's away shopping and she has the key of the cupboard."
My biochemist colleague offered to pick the lock. As he worked
in vain I saw three bottles of one-of the blends named in the table
lying on a table. "That!" said the farmer, "that's just stuff from
the grocer." As I did not know the difference he resolved to
educate me and broke the lock with hammer and chisel. He
produced a colourless fluid-"a wee bit spillage from the distil-
lery to their friends." I still recall the experience of drinking,
with a trace of water, this near 90; proof malt. I now knew the
difference between "real whisky" and "stuff from the grocer."
Why was there no real whisky in the table ?

I could go on and on. In 1967 I met a 1952 Macallan, just
ready for drinking. It was marvellous. In 1970 I met a Macallan
I did not like-nor did my wife. I reported to Professor Mac-
Dowell. "Not possible," he said, "unless you both have colds,
or unless it's 1954." It was 1954. \Vhat went wrong that year I
am not sure-I did not know till then that Macallan had taken
to identifying years after their great success with 1952. But
certainly three independent tasters identified 1954 from 1952
Macallan.
When my late friend Dr Douglas McClean had to write an

article on Scotch whiskies, about which he knew little or nothing
though he was an expert judge of wines, I gave him a list of
whiskies "good enough to drink without water." He did not
dissent, after he had toured the various distilleries, but he made
the point, apparently well appreciated by Chadwick and Dudley,
that a "thimbleful" (5 ml) of spring water added to even the
finest malts brought out aromas and flavours that would other-
wise be missed. How right he was.

Obviously, therefore, there is promise irn Chadwick's and
Dudley's vital research. Nevertheless, before you publish their
paper, you should invite them to repeat the experiment with the
different materials I have advised. I believe that the results would
be different.

How blind were the volunteers?

DOUGLAS G ALTMAN

One often encounters people who claim that if put to the test they
could distinguish closely similar foods or drinks, such as butter
and margarine, different types of beer, or chalk and cheese.
Rarely are such assertions put to the test, although last Christmas
I helped to perform a small experiment that demonstrated that
white wine and red wine cannot always be distinguished
(unpublishable results). The paper by iMr Chadwick and

Professor Dudley must therefore be welcomed as a rare attempt
to carry out a scientific investigation of such a claim.
From the statistical viewpoint the design of this sort of experi-

ment is extremely important. As this trial shows, there are
degrees of blindness. While the volunteers were literally blind,
they were not absolutely blind in the statistical sense because
they knew that they were to taste six whiskies, of which three
were malt and three blend. Unfortunately we are not told what
else they knew. Did they know that there would be a total of 36
tastings ? Were they expecting an equal number of tastings of
each whisky ? Perhaps they were not, as they identified 572O of
the whiskies as blends, which is significantly more than 50",
(p - 002). In Fisher's experiment the lady knew that there
would be an equal number of cups of tea of each type.' (Inci-
dentally, according to Fisher's daughter,> the experiment was
actually performed in 1921-2. The lady was Miss B Muriel
Bristol and she had "overwhelming success.")

Relation between trzue identity of whisky and
tasters' assessments

Assessment
True Total
identitv Malt Blend

Regiular drinkers
Malt 36 36 72
Blend 24 48 72

Total 60 84 144

Inexperienced drintkers
Malt 32 40 72
Blend 32 40 72

Total 64 80 144

More seriously, like the volunteers, we are kept in the dark
about other important aspects of the design. Were the 36
tastings by each volunteer carried out in one sitting? This is
implied, in which case the correct statistical technique might
have been survival analysis. Why was water added ?-this would
surely dilute any difference. What exactly is meant by "tasting"
the drinks ? Was the order of the drinks randomised, and, if so,
how ? And, to borrow an appropriate term from crossover trials,
was there a washout period ?
A final design point concerns the use of so many whiskies.

Perhaps it was thought that it would make the task too easy to
use only one whisky of each type, but the differences between
the whiskies of one kind, especially if tasted consecutively, might
well have confused the tasters.
To turn to the analysis, it is not clear how the first X2 tests were

performed. The second pair of X' values should, I think, be 8-66
and 2-58. These results are not very meaningful, however.
Firstly, the "don't knows" are so few as to make the X2 calcula-
tion of very dubious validity or, to spurn the euphemism,
invalid. Secondly, the null hypothesis being tested here is that
there was no difference in the tasters' ability to identify the two
types of whisky correctly, which is not the hypothesis of major
interest. If the data are rearranged as in my table (taking don't
knows as incorrect) then the agreement between the true type of
whisky and the identified type can be assessed by calculating
Cohen's kappa.:' This takes the value 1 for perfect agreement and
0 for only a chance level of agreement. The values of kappa for
the expert and inexpert drinkers are 0-17 and 0 00, indicating
very poor and zero discriminatory power respectively.
There are other useful analyses that might have been per-

formed. For example, the possibility that the ability to discrimi-
nate diminished as the experiment progressed should be
investigated. After several "tastings" the volunteers might have
been less able to do anythilg. This could be settled by examining
the proportion of correct assessments by order of tasting. To
consider whether the use of so many whiskies might have led to
confusion the authors could have studied the proportions
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